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1, INTRODUCTION

Audio Signals are distributed inside Studio Centres and between BBC
premises on simple twisted pair circuits.

This information sheet describes the construction, use and limitations

of such circuits.

It covers;

1. Physical properties.

2. Termination and Loading.

3. Balance and noise immunity.

4. Phantom circuits.

2. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

An audio circuit may consist of two insulated conductors say 0.5mm

diameter loosely twisted together. The pair is either individually

screened or grouped in a multiway cable, with an overall screen.

A length of such cable will have the following properties,
loop resistance; about lOOQ/km
capacity between conductors; C, about 30nF/km
mutual inductance; b, about O.lmH/km

conductance between conductors; G, about 10 ̂ Siemens (10^Q)/laii
Arranging these symmetrically gives an equivalent circuit of the
line.
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For audio frequencies, the Inductance and conductance can be

neglected, so the circuit reduces to:-
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PRflCTlCflL CIRCUIT OF LINE AT flUDlO FREQUENCIES

The characteristic Impedance of this circuit Is Zo.

Where Zo « /RXc

R Is the loop resistance per unit length
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where C » the capacitance per unit

length.

Therefore Zo =

/2wfC

Thus Zo Is Independent of the cable length, and Is a property of

the type of cable.

However Zo varies with frequency so there Is a considerable change

In Zo over the audio band.
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CHRRflCTERISTIC IMPEDRNCE OF AN AUDIO LINE
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3. TERMINATION AND LOADING

The characteristic impedance of a cable is a useful concept if the

cable is to be considered as a transmission network.
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MRTCHIN6 TO R CHflRflCTERISTIC IMPEDANCE

If a cable of characteristic impedance Zo is fed from a source

impedance of Zo and loaded with Zo, a smooth transfer of power takes

place* Moveover, as the characteristic impedance is a property of

the cable and not its length, the same source and load impedances

can be used with cables of any length*

As we have seen, however, the characteristic impedance varies with

frequency so it cannot be correct at all frequencies* Traditionally

600Q is chosen as a typical figure and lines are fed and terminated

in 600Q*

For short distances, e*g* inside a building, the cable can be best

thought of, not as a transmission network but as a network of

discrete components*
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF SHORT LINE «

This circuit is connected to a sending impedance, Rs, and load, Rl,

both of which can be resistive* For a short cable it is more useful

to consider the values of Rs and Rl which give, either the

1* maximum transfer of voltage (not power) into the load, or

2* minimum change in frequency response over the audio band*
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To achieve the minimum change in signal a^ the load over the

frequency range, as C is fixed, Rs should be as low as possible to

raise the frequency at which Zc becomes significant*

Also, maximum signal will appear across the load if the value of Rl

is high.

In practice, values of

Rs < 50Q

RL > 15KQ are used.

Used in this mode, lines can be used without equalisation up to

longer lengths than would be possible in the mode where Zs = Z1 =

Zo = 600Q.

4. BALANCE AND NOISE.

Previously, all audio circuits have been assumed to be balanced.

This is done to reduce the effects of interference. Assume the

interference produces an equal unwanted signal *En* in each leg of

a circuit.

SOURCE

<£>
NOISE SOURCELORD

<s>
NOISE CRNCELLRTION IN fl BRLRNCED LINE «

Each noise voltage produces a noise current. In, in the load. If

the noise currents are equal and opposite, they will cancel out in

the load and the circuit will be immune to interference.

If the impedance of the cable, and any leakage to earth are

considered, the noise voltages will only produce equal and opposite

noise ctirrents If.

1, Each leg of the circuit is exactly the same.

2. The legs are exactly symmetrical to earth.
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CONDITIONS FOR R BfttJWCED CIRCUIT

wl.e* Za » Zb

Z'a « Z'b

(Both Resistive and Reactive)

(Both Resistive and Reactive)

It is also important that both the source and load should be

symmetrical to earth. These conditions for source and load are

seldom achieved automatically, so special precautions have to be

taken to ensure the balance is maintained.

This is done by using Repeating Coils to couple the signal to and

from the line.

4,1 Repeating Coils (Rep Coils)

Rep coils are well balanced isolating transformers usually, but not

always, of 1:1 ratio,

SCREEN

PRIMARYSECONDARY

rrtn
REPEATING COIL (REP COIL) lu

The Coils are bifilar wound to give good symmetry and the centre tap

so produced is normally left unconnected.

There is an electrostatic screen between the windings which is

earthed,
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Rep colls can be used to:-

1. Maintain the balance on a line (they will not make an

unbalanced line balanced!)

2. Isolate D.C. conditions of any apparatus from a line.

3. Isolate D.C. faults between apparatus and lines.

The penalty for using rep coils is a poor low frequency response,

so they are carefully designed to ensure that this is out of band.

4,2. Cable Format and Noise.

The immunity of a balanced circuit to interference depends on equal

interference voltages in each leg. Normally, the voltage field will

vary across a pair of conductors

En-dEn

PAIR IN NOhhUNIFORM FIELD

This effect can be reduced by reversing the positions of the

conductors at intervals:

En-Hi En En+dEn En+dEn

fl V y Nv y ^ y-B

-x X >c B ̂ ^^ ^
En En En

INTERFERENCE REDUCTION BY THISTINS CONDUCT(tfB

The overall interference in each leg is now the same. This effect

is simply achieved by twisting two insulated conductors at

intervals of a few cm. If the interference is from a source which

is spread along a line. (e.g. crosstalk from another pair) twisting

is a good solution.

If the interference is from a point source outside the cable, the

assumptions that the interference is constant along a few twists is

not valid.
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A different form of cable, called "Star Quad" can used reduce this

effect. As its name suggests, this cable consists of 4 cores

STRR QimDTHISTED PRIR

Ttie relationship between the four conductors is maintained

throughout the twists.

There are two ways of using Star Quad.

4.2.1 To reduce external interference

ICR) En-dEn

STfW-QURD IN fl NON-UNIFORM FIELD

The conductors are connected so that 1 and 3 carry one leg. A, of a

circuit, and 2 and 4 carry the other leg, B.

An external field will then induce the same voltage in each leg,

since

(En + dEn) + (En - dEn) = 2En.

Thus the noise is cancelled for each area along the cable. This

method is used to reduce transients from SCR dimmers on microphone

cables.

4.2.2 Mutual interference of two circuits:-

I(IR)

O

o 4(2B) O 2(2R)

O
3(1B)

STRR QURB USED FOR THO CIRCUITS
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Oq0 programme is carried on Conductors 1 and 3, the other on 2 and

4. The programme in Conductor 1 Induces some interference, say E

on 2 and 4, but since Conductor 3 is the reverse leg, it will
induce interference of -E on each of 2 and 4 leaving no net

interference# A star (juad cable can be used to carry two pro"

grammes where two independently twisted pairs might have unaccept
able crosstalk#

5#PHANTOMS.

In normal use, a repeating coil centre tap is left unconnected# If

the centre taps of the rep coils in a circuit were separated by a

DC voltage, a DC Current, I, would flow, but split equally between

1/2 «

I.1 1/2 « '' I

DC PHflNTOM CIRCUIT

The AC current *i* in the circuit would flow as normal in opposite
directions#

An extra, "phantom" circuit has been obtained from the line as the
D#C# Current I, does not appear across the secondaries of the rep

coils or in the load#

Examples of D#C# Phantoms are:-

TO LSFROM HIC

/" CALL

i
INTERCOM CALL BY PHRNTOM ON SPEECH CIRCUIT

ma
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-V

mM
HICROPHONE POWER USING PHANTOM

Both of these examples lllastrate the use of a phantom circuit to
give an extra facility without using extra cables which may be
Impossible to provide*

5.1 AC Phantoms

If two lines, each with a phantom circuit, are combined with
suitable rep colls a third AC phantom circuit Is produced

' 1 ~ i

12:^3'^2

^ ̂

ig + ia /2
flC PmNTOHOLie

An AC phantom is theoretically independent of the other circuits,
but, in practice, there is some crosstalk. The technique is not much
used on music circuits, but can provide extra communications
circuits where the crosstalk is not so important.






